Abstract-In this paper we present the post-processing algorithm, Cut Substitution, for technology mapping for LUT-based FPGAs to minimize the area under depth minimum constraint. The problem to generate a LUT's network whose area is minimum under depth minimum costraint seems to be as difficult as NP-Hard class problem. Cut Substitution is the process to generate a local optimum solution by eliminating redundant LUTs while the depth of network is maintained. The experiments shows that the proposed method derives the solutions whose area are 9% smaller than the solutions of a previous state-of-the-art, DAOmap on average.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, design for LUT-based Field Programmable Gate Array(FPGA) is becoming popular. LUT-based FPGA is a reconfigurable device whose function can be changed after fabrication. As LUT-based FPGAs can be used for universal design, using FPGAs is suitable for the low-cost design of small-lot production.
Technology mapping for LUT-based FPGA is a part of logic synthesis which has a significant impact on delay and power of the implemented circuit. Technology mapping for LUT-based FPGA is the process to convert a given boolean network into a functionally equivalent network comprised of K-input LookUp Tables (LUT) . A K-input LUT is a basic programmable logic element that can implement any Boolean function of up to K variables.
To minimize the delay of implemented circuits, it is preferable to generate a depth-minimum network during a technology mapping process. The depth of a network means the length of the longest path in the network. Among the depth-minimum networks, an area-minimum network is appropriate to expand the flexibility of placement and routing.Area denotes the number of LUTs in this paper.
The problem to generate area minimum network in technology mapping is NP-Hard [3] , and the problem to generate area minimum network under depth minimum constraint seems to be very difficult. Some previous technology mapping algorithms (FlowMap [1] , FlowMap-r [2] , CutMap [7] , Hermes [5] , DAOMap [4] , Imap [8] ) guarantee to make a depth-minimum network, but none of them guarantee that a generated network is area-minimum under the depth-minimum constraint.
In this paper we propose Cut Substitution that is a heuristic algorithm for the post-processing of technology mapping to generate area-minimal network under depth constraint. Cut Substitution reduces the area of a networks while keeping the same depth. The concept of Cut Substitution is to eliminate some excessive cuts directly. A cut is a nomination of a LUT. Cut Substitution identifies the excessive cuts among the cuts selected at technology mapping phase. Cut Substitution substitutes the cuts connected with the excessive cuts for other cuts, and eliminate the excessive cuts with keeping same depth. The Optimality of the depth of the network is guaranteed.
Experimental results show that Cut Substitution, combined with a simple depth optimum technology mapping algorithm, has generated LUT networks with 9% smaller area than the LUT networks generated by DAOmap on average. The run time of the combination of the simple heuristic algorithm and Cut Substitution is 3% shorter than that of DAOmap.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic definitions and formulation. Section 3 presents a review of a typical heuristic algorithm based on cost calculation. Section 4 explains Cut Substitution. Section 5 presents experimental results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
II. DEFINITION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A boolean network given for technology mapping is called a subject graph. Subject graphs is a Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG). A node of a subject graph represents a primitive boolean function. For a subject graph N (V, E), if a node i ∈ V is an input of node j ∈ V , there is a directed edge (i, j) ∈ E. The solution of technology mapping is called a LUT network. A LUT network is a DAG where each node represents a Kinput LUT and an edge (v, w) exists if v is an input of w.
For a DAG, a fanin of v ∈ V is the immediate predecessor node of v, and the set of fanins of v is denoted by 
A cut is called k-feasible if a cut meets the following conditions; the subgraph induced byX is a connected graph; any node inX do not have a fanout edge to any node in X, i.e. ∀i ∈X, ∀j ∈ X, (i, j) / ∈ E; the number of the elements of cut set is less than k, i.e. | input(c) |≤ k, where k is the maximum number of inputs of a LUT. The technology mapping problem for LUT-based FPGAs is to cover a given subject graph with KFCs. More specifically, technology mapping problem is to decide a set of cuts such that the KFCs corresponding to the cuts in the set cover all of the nodes of a subject graph. A set of cuts is feasible if all of the inputs of any cut in the set are PI or the root of other cuts in the selected set. A result of technology mapping must be feasible. The technology mapping problem for area minimization under depth minimum constraint is to decide a set of cuts in such a way that the total number of cuts in a set is minimized while the minimum depth of the LUT network is guaranteed.
III. REVIEW OF TRADITIONAL COVERING BASED COST PROPAGATION
The process of typical heuristic algorithms for depthoptimum area-optimal technology mapping for LUT-based FPGAs consists of three phases. First phase is cut enumeration [4] that tick off all of the k-feasible cuts in a subject graph. The second phase is cost calculation, and the final phase is covering (also called cut selection). Because cut enumeration has no effect on the quality of a LUT network, we omit the description of cut enumeration.
Cost calculation is to calculate the depth cost and area cost of each cut at each node [6] [4] . Depth cost of a cut c v is the minimum depth of the mapping solution for transitive fanin subgraph T F IG(v) under the constraint that c v is selected as a part of the solution. Area cost of a cut c v means the minimum
Pseudo code for Cut Substitution number of cuts of the solution of T F IG(v) similarly. Because the way to estimate exact minimum number of cuts in practical time is not known, existing algorithms calculate approximate area cost by some heuristic methods. On the other hand, depth cost can be calculated exactly in practical time.
Covering is to traverse the subject graph from POs to PIs, and select the Min-cost cuts, and convert the selected cuts into LUTs. A min-cost cut at a node v is the cut whose area cost is minimum as far as the depth cost is not larger than the required depth at v. After setting the minimum depth to all POs as required depth, covering is executed for each POs as follows. From a PO o, a min-cost c is selected. Next, the min-cost cuts of input(c) are selected. Above process executed iteratively until the process reaches all PI in T F I(o).
In some cases, excessive cuts are selected during covering process. This is because the coverings are essentially executed for each transitive fanin graph of each PO separately. Figure  3 Some of existing algorithms try to reduce some area after covering. For example, DAOmap [4] reduces area by remapping iteratively. At re-mapping phase, DAOmap adjusts the area cost of each cut to reduce several excessive cuts. At re-mapping phase, the adjusted cost of area is heuristics, and the covering at re-mapping phase are executed for each transitive fanin graph of each PO separately.
IV. CUT SUBSTITUTION FOR CUT ELIMINATION
Cut Substitution directly eliminates several excessive cuts from the set of cuts selected at covering phase. Let S(V, E) represent a given subject graph. C is a set of all the cuts found in S(V, E). C ⊆ C is a set of the cuts selected as a mapping solution. N (V C , E C ) is a LUT network that is derived from C . S(V, E), C, C , and N (V C , E C ) are given for Cut Substitution. For LU T ∈ V C we define level lev(LU T ), and required level req(LU T ). Level lev(LU T ) is the length of the longest path from any PI to LU T , and can be defined as max LU Ti∈f anin(LU T ) lev(LU T i ) + 1. The level of PI is 0. Required level req(LU T ) is the level required to maintain the depth of a LUT network, and defined as min LU Ti∈fanout(LU T ) req(LU T i ) − 1. The required level of PO is a depth constraint that is given. Figure 2 provides a pseudo code of Cut Substitution. In fugure 2, C exc represents a set of cuts, and c best represents a cut. Each iteration consists of three phase; Excessive Cut A cut c w ∈ C is able to be substituted by the cut c w ∈ C only if two conditions are satisfied. C denotes a set that is obtained by removing the cut c w from C , and adding c w ∈ C to C . The first condition is feasibility. The set C obtained by the substituting c w for c w is feasible if the following condition is met. The P Is represents the set of all PIs.
∀i ∈ input(c w ), i ∈ P Is or ∃c i ∈ C
The second condition is depth stability. The depth of N (V C , E C ) is not larger than the depth of N (V C , E C ) if the following condition is met.
∀i ∈ input(c w ), ∃c i ∈ C , lev(LU T ci ) + 1 ≤ req(LU T c w )
Each cut in C is checked if it is an excessive cut. A cut c ∈ C is checked if all of the Fo-Cut c of c can be substituted by any set of the cut c ∈ C according to above conditional equations. The excessive cuts and the corresponding sets of Fo-Cuts and the sets of Sub-Cuts are hold. That is, the above check can be executed with C , C and N (V C , E C ), and it is not necessary to generate N (V C , E C ).
Figure 3 (a) shows an example of an excessive cut. In figure  3 (a) , an inverted trapezoid means a cut in C , denoted by c i where i is the root of cut c i . For viewability, an edge of the subject graph is represented by a dash line. A number by a node i represents the level of the LU T ci corresponding to the cut c i . In figure 3 (a) , the node y and v are duplicated. The cut c v is an excessive cut, because all of the Fo-Cuts {c x , c w } are able to be substituted by other cuts while the feasibility and depth stability are met. There is the cut c x whose inputs are {y, p}, and we denotes C as the set of cuts obtained by removing c x from C , and adding c x to C . For node y of input(c x ), there is the cut c y ∈ C , and p of input(c x ) is PI. So feasibility is met about C . Because lev(LU T cy ) = 1, the depth stability is also met. For this reason, c x can be substituted by c x . The cut c w can able be substituted by c w such that input(c w ) = {y, q}. So c v is a excessive cut. {c x , c w } is the set of Fo-Cuts of c x , and {c x , c w } is the set of Sub-Cuts of {c x , c w }.
B. Choice of Best Cut
The best cut is chosen at this phase. The best-cut is such a cut c that the most reduction of LUT is expected by elimination of c.
We define a gain for the cut c ∈ C . A gain of cut c ∈ C , denoted by g(c), means the number of cuts c ∈ C that would be eliminated if c is eliminated. A gain for c is calculated as following.
A fanout free cut c ff is the cut such | fanout(LU T c ff ) |= 1. If a cut c is eliminated, and if there is any fanout free cut c ff i
According to the formula (1) and (2), the process traverse the LUT network N (V C , E C ) from PIs to POs calculating gain of each cut in C . The process holds the cut whose gain is maximum among the excessive cuts in C as the best-cut.
C. Cut Elimination
The Fo-Cuts of the best-cut are substituted with Sub-Cuts, and the best-cut and fanout free cut that is predecessor of the best-cut are eliminated.
Cut Elimination is executed as the following. Each FoCut c w and the best cut is eliminated from C . The fanout free cut whose root is one of input(c) of the eliminated cut c is recursively eliminated. Each Sub-Cut c w is added to C . N (V C , E C ) is generated according to the new C , and the level and required level of each node in V C are calculated. Figure 3 (b) shows the LUT network after the elimination of excessive cut c v in figure 3 (a) . The best-cutc v and Fo-Cuts {c x , c w } of c v is removed from C , and the Sub-Cuts {c x , c w } is added to C .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Cut Substitution algorithm has been implemented as a program using the C++ programming language within the Magus Logic Synthesis system of Kyushu University. We experimented to compare the Cut Substitution with one of state of the arts, DAOmap on the machine whose CPU is Intel Xeon 3.00GHz and memory size is 15GB.
Cut Substitution has been implemented as the postprocessing of DdMap. DdMap is very simple heuristics for technology mapping to generate a network whose depth is minimum, but whose area is not guaranteed to be minimum. A lot of the traditional algorithms use the heuristics that divide the area cost of T F IG(v) by | fanout(v) | to avoid that the area cost being redundantly summed along the reconvergent path. But they ignores the fanout from a node w ∈ T F I(v) to a node x / ∈ T F I(v), where w = v. For consideration of a fanout from w ∈ T F I(v) to x / ∈ T F I(v), DdMap defines weight on all of the edge in a subject graph, and propagates the product of area cost and the weight of edge along the path.
We compared our method and DAOmap on MCNC benchmarks and on ITC'99 benchmarks. Table I and Table II show the results on MCNC benchmarks and ITC'99 benchmarks, respectively. We omit the results for the small benchmarks for the constraint of page space. "Dd" and "DdMap + CS" mean Ddmap and our method, respectively. The columns labeled as "LUT" and "time" mean the number of nodes of LUT networks and run time in seconds, respectively. "vs. Dd", "vs. Da" are the ratios of the number of LUTs generated by our method to the number of LUTs generated by Ddmap, DAOmap, respectively. We omit the depth of LUT network, because the depth of LUT network generated by each program is equal if the benchmark is same.
For all of the benchmarks but C6288 on MCNC benchmarks, the combination of DdMap and Cut Substitution has generated LUT networks with less LUTs than those generated by DAOmap. The total number of LUTs of all LUT networks generated by our method is 9% less than that of all LUT networks generated by DAOmap. On MCNC benchmarks, DdMap generates LUT networks with almost all the same number of LUTs as that of DAOmap. Cut Substitution has reduced 9% LUTs of LUT networks generated by DdMap on average, and our method generated LUT networks with 4% less LUTs than those generated by DAOmap as a result for MCNC benchmarks. On ITC'99 benchmarks, DdMap generated LUT networks with more LUTs than those generated by DAOmap. Cut Substitution reduced 11% LUTs of LUT network generated by DdMap on averages, and our method generated LUT networks with 9% less LUTs than those generated by DAOmap as a result for ITC'99 benchmarks. The run time of our method is 3% shorter than that of DAOmap on averages. VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the post-processing, Cut Substitution, for technology mapping for LUT-based FPGAs to minimize area under depth constraint. The concept of Cut Substitution is to eliminate the excessive cuts directly by substituting specific cuts releted to the excessive cut with other cuts. Experimental results show that Cut Substitution, combined with the simple depth optimum heuristic algorithm, has generated networks with 9% smaller area than the networks generated by DAOmap on average. The run time of our method is 97% compared to DAOmap.
Future work includes examining the effect of Cut Substitution combined to other technology mapping algorithms.
